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The opposite of spiritual is mechanical. Machines operate without thinking and
without choosing. Someone flips a switch, and they do their thing, whatever
that is, without consciousness, without freedom, without volition.

To live mechanically as a human is to live as a stimulus-response machine, to
think, feel, and act on automatic pilot, by habit, reflex,
and unconscious conditioning.

It’s the opposite of that, the opposite of mechanical, that is at the heart of what
it means to be spiritual. “Spiritual” is our capacity to know reality as it really
is—not in the filtered way our inner machine is conditioned to perceive it—and
to engage the really real from a posture of freedom, rather than a posture of
habit.

Being spiritual means sensing a gravitational center in ourselves that is
deeper than the gravitational pull of external events and internal habits. It
means noticing and attuning to an energy within that is other than, deeper
than, and more real than the energy of our various surface identities.

It means using this deeper frequency in ourselves as a kind of radar, or sonar,
to notice and attune to the deeper frequency in others—other people, other
animals, plants, and spaces—and to guide our interactions with these others.

It takes intention and continual effort to be spiritual in the way I am describing.
Most of the social systems we live in exert immense pressure on us to be
mechanical and sleepy. 

But in another sense, to be spiritual in the way I am describing is the easiest
thing in the world. Living mechanically may be our default mode, but that
doesn’t mean it’s easy. “There is dukkha,” said the Buddha. There is suffering.
There is dissatisfaction. There is something about default mode that brings us
pain and leaves us lacking. Or, to paraphrase St. Paul, “The wages of
mechanical living is death.”
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But beneath the dissatisfying and wearying hum and thrum of mechanical
living, there is a deeper pulse. It is forever beating, in us and in all things, its
energy radiant and resonant. While we sleep and dream, it keeps calling our
secret name. Eventually we hear it, a hearing that sneaks up on us. We
realize we’ve been hearing it all along, but only now are we noticing that we’re
hearing it.

This is called falling awake.


